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The Sordid Truth About School Stores

	The high school I go to, like most public high schools, has a school store. Now the school store is the on-the-side store for the school to make money off of, besides the standard necessary cafeteria. The cafeteria is mandatory for the school to have, so people can eat lunch. And the schools get in trouble if the food they serve in their cafeteria is unhealthy, because that’s where people eat lunch, and our children should be eating healthy. So cafeteria food, which is the food governments look at, have to sell only generally nutritious things. But we all know that’s not what a somewhat full high-schooler, who is in a snackish mood, is after. The schools know how this type of thing works, and the school store isn’t really a haven for selling school related products, or a place to show your school spirit. No, the school store’s real purpose is to sell candy, to load the students up with sugar. That’s what customers really buy like crazed mallshoppers on Christmas eve.  That’s where the real money is, and the schools know it. The school store is just a way of getting candy to the students, who will pay good money for it, without allowing higher government, parents, and blame-flingers to point the finger (the middle one, of course) at our schools  for fattening our kids up, and say how they’re the ones causing obesity. It’s a way to slip in the goods the students want, without the authorities knowing.

Does that remind you of anything?

When you walk into a school store, it’s like walking into a drug dealer’s shack (err…not like I would know what a drug dealer‘s shack would look like, of course!). That’s exactly what school stores are like, drug rigs. In fact, they’re not just similar, they are drug rigs. You go in there, and you see all these packages labeled with inconspicuous names and piles of materials in boxes all over the place. They’ve got these smaller retail boxes in front, and the large storage boxes in back, for holding the “product”s. You talk to the person at the counter/desk, and it’s exactly like a drug customer talking to a dealer. He asks you what you want, and you already know. “A mars bar”. You’re just a small customer, for your own personal use, but you know there are other big fish who order mars bars in 30 kilo boxes, to resell to others later.

	In fact, I’m sure that if I wanted, I could go in and ask for the “pure” stuff, and he’d direct me to a bag of Colombian cane sugar. Sure, it’d be a hefty price, but man is that stuff good. The candy bars, they’re just transmission devices for sugar, it’s like lining a banana with LSD. Sure, the banana is pretty good, and maybe worth those thousands of dollars you paid alone, but what you really bought it for are the drugs. You know it, the dealer knows it, the school knows it. Sure, it is a health issue, but the schools aren’t willing to crack down on it, because no one’s willing to do it, and it will just eat up the budget to stop something that hasn‘t been made into a big deal. Just like the drug industry and the government.

	 There’s no getting around the issue, there’s no pretending that it’s anything less then it is. There’s no questioning, no ignorance of what‘s going on. These are drugs, and everyone here is addicted. Just do the business.  “Okay man, I got the goods, you got the money? Okay, good, show it here, lemme see it, mmm.. That’s some nice 75 cents. Yah, yah, that’s what I’m looking for, you got youself a deal.” That’s seriously what it feels like doing business at one of these places. I feel like a junkie for buying a Milky Way. I tell you, I’ve got to get off this sugar stuff, it’s taking control of my life.

(not like I would know what a drug shack looks like, of course, I‘m only basing this off… um… tv! Yes! This is all the public entertainment‘s fault! Get out the censorship tape! Scapegoat! Scapegoat! Quick, we need to quench potential guilt that we haven‘t been raising our children correctly! That would be horrible, we must blame it on something else! It must be that TV, and video games! Parents shouldn’t be held responsible for being careful in the upbringing of their children! That should be the entertainment industry’s responsibility! My drug shack visiting is not the fault of my parent’s inaction! No, it’s because entertainment isn’t censored! Damn that evil, evil thing we call freedom of speech! Deny, deny, and everything will be alright!). 

